zest ai case study

5Point CU Auto model

Background on 5Point Credit Union


Target products & market

5Point was founded in 1935 and is now one of the
largest independent, not-for-profit financial institutions
in Southeast Texas, committed to providing financial
opportunities to the hardworking families in its area.

Reasons for Choosing AI-Driven Lending With Zest

5Point wanted to say yes to more members’ auto loans
applications without adding risk and make faster loan
decisions in direct and, especially, indirect loans using
a more automated underwriting flow.
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TOTAL ASSETS


$800M

MEMBERS/CUSTOMERS


AUTO LOAN VOLUME ($) 


48,610

$205M

BRANCHES


10

Objectives

Results

To grow its loan book and serve more members,
5Point knew it needed to get competitive with the
bigger banks and online lenders crowding into its
auto lending market. 5Ppoint’s underwriting team is
fast but wanted to get even faster at saying yes to
more indirect loans sent through its dealer network.

5Point used Zest software to build an AI-driven credit
model with 10x more variables than before, producing
a far more accurate picture of its borrowers’
delinquency risk. The Zest model swaps in more good
applicants than the bad ones it swaps out, producing
a healthy bump in yield without adding risk. The
model is also more inclusive, reducing disparity in
approval rates between ethnicities. And it comes
standard with all necessary risk documentation.

Challenge

ANNUAL PROFIT GAIN


5Point wanted to expand its auto loan portfolio rapidly
without adding risk. Its lending executives knew that AI
could improve approval rates but was concerned about
adequate risk documentation and compliance with fair
lending regulations. It wanted to automate more of its
manual underwriting process while ensuring that model
decisions were sound and reliable.
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